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Abstract

Heavy spin-1/2 nuclides are known to possess very large chemical shift anisotropies that can challenge even
the most advanced magic-angle-spinning (MAS) techniques. Wide manifolds of overlapping spinning
sidebands and insufficient excitation bandwidths often obfuscate meaningful spectral information and force
the use of static, low-resolution solid-state (SS)NMR methods for the characterization of materials. To
address these issues, we have merged fast-magic-angle-turning (MAT) and dipolar heteronuclear multiplequantum coherence (D-HMQC) experiments to obtain D-HMQC-MAT pulse sequences which enable the
rapid acquisition of 2D SSNMR spectra that correlate isotropic 1H chemical shifts to the indirectly detected
isotropic “infinite-MAS” spectra of heavy spin-1/2 nuclides. For these nuclides, the combination of fast MAS
and 1H detection provides a high sensitivity, which rivals the DNP-enhanced ultra-wideline SSNMR. The
new pulse sequences were used to determine the Pt coordination environments in a complex mixture of
decomposition products of transplatin and in a metal-organic framework with Pt ions coordinated to the
linker ligands.
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Abstract
Heavy spin-1/2 nuclides are known to possess very large chemical shift anisotropies that can
challenge even the most advanced magic-angle-spinning (MAS) techniques. Wide manifolds of
overlapping spinning sidebands and insufficient excitation bandwidths often obfuscate
meaningful spectral information and force the use of static, low-resolution solid-state (SS)NMR
methods for the characterization of materials. To address these issues, we have merged fastmagic-angle-turning (MAT) and dipolar heteronuclear multiple-quantum coherence (D-HMQC)
experiments to obtain D-HMQC-MAT pulse sequences which enable the rapid acquisition of 2D
SSNMR spectra that correlate isotropic 1H chemical shifts to the indirectly detected isotropic
“infinite-MAS” spectra of heavy spin-1/2 nuclides. For these nuclides, the combination of fast
MAS and 1H detection provides a high sensitivity, which rivals the DNP-enhanced ultra-wideline
SSNMR. The new pulse sequences were used to determine the Pt coordination environments in
a complex mixture of decomposition products of transplatin and in a metal-organic framework
with Pt ions coordinated to the linker ligands.
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Introduction
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy has evolved into one of
the premier structural characterization techniques used in biology, chemistry and materials
science. While the acquisition and interpretation of SSNMR data in biological systems, as well
as many classes of compounds and materials, is now relatively straightforward, there are many
circumstances that limit the utility of SSNMR. One such situation is the so-called ultra-wideline
regime.1
Many heavy spin-1/2 nuclei, namely: 119Sn, 125Te, 195Pt, 199Hg, 203/205Tl, and 207Pb, as well
as most quadrupolar nuclei, possess static SSNMR linewidths that exceed the currentlyachievable magic-angle-spinning (MAS) frequencies and the bandwidths of conventional
SSNMR probes. For these nuclides, the acquisition of MAS SSNMR spectra is often
challenging and counterproductive since spectral overlap of the centerbands and sidebands of the
various sites can complicate otherwise simple spectra.2 Consequently, the vast majority of
methodological developments aimed at addressing these nuclides have focused on facilitating the
acquisition of ultra-wideline static SSNMR spectra.
The first major advance in this field was provided by Cheng and Ellis,3 as well as Berr
and Jones,4 who applied a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo train to compress the
intensity of broad SSNMR signals into series of sharp spikelets that mimic the static SSNMR
lineshapes. This was later further developed into a method of choice by Larsen and coworkers.5,6
In spin systems where the effective refocused transverse dephasing time ( T2¢ ) is much longer
than the transverse relaxation time ( T2* ) determined by the observed linewidth, the use of CPMG
refocusing can provide a crucial improvement in sensitivity. However, in order to uniformly
excite ultra-wideline powder patterns with bandwidths exceeding that of the spectrometer, a
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series of sub-spectra need to be acquired at evenly spaced frequency offsets using an approach
termed the variable offset cumulative spectrum (VOCS) acquisition.2,7 Persons and Harbison
demonstrated that limited spectrometer bandwidth could be overcome with slow sample spinning
2D SSNMR experiments that correlate the resonance frequency at different rotor phases and
artificially enhance the excitation bandwidth.8 They applied this method, which they named
slow-turning reveals enormous anisotropic quadrupolar interactions (STREAQI), exclusively to
quadrupolar nuclei. More recently, Bhattacharyya and Frydman demonstrated that frequencyswept wideband, uniform rate and smooth truncation (WURST) shaped pulses could be used to
dramatically improve the bandwidth of static spin echo experiments.9,10 This concept was then
combined with CPMG sensitivity improvement by O’Dell and Schurko, in the WURST-CPMG
experiment (WCPMG).11 Subsequently, Harris and coworkers designed the related broadband
adiabatic inversion cross-polarization (BRAIN-CP) experiment that enables the polarization of
broad lines from 1H magnetization.12 This technique was further sensitized by us with the
addition of dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP).13,14
The development of MAS probes capable of spinning samples of up to 130 kHz 15 opens
new prospects for ultra-wideline SSNMR. Faster spinning enables a greater separation of the
spinning sidebands, which improves the resolution,16 and the use of microcoils can allow the
application of very high radio-frequency (rf) field strengths, thus enhancing the excitation
bandwidth; indeed rf field strengths as high as 4.7 MHz have been reported. 17,18,19 These
advances have enabled Hu and co-workers20,21 to acquire quantitative, sideband-free, SSNMR
spectra of heavy spin-1/2 nuclei by means of magic-angle-turning (MAT)22 at a MAS frequency
of 22 kHz. Hung and coworkers later used the related projection MAT-PASS experiment to
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obtain isotropic 7Li spectra of paramagnetic materials whose linewidths are on the order of 1
MHz.23
Unfortunately, the use of small rotors imposes a sensitivity penalty, associated with
radically smaller sample size.15 To offset this loss, Rossini and co-workers have used a constanttime version of the dipolar-heteronuclear-multiple-quantum-coherence experiment (CT-DHMQC) to enable the acquisition of ultra-wideline SSNMR spectra by 1H detection at ultra-fast
MAS rates.24 1H detection is a commonly-used approach to improve the sensitivity of fast MAS
experiments, in which the fast sample spinning alleviates the need for homonuclear 1H-1H rf
decoupling.25-28 Unlike the conventional D-HMQC experiments,29,30 for which the spectral
window in the indirect dimension is limited by the spinning frequency, the CT-D-HMQC
experiment enables the use of arbitrary spectral widths and the measurement of the full sideband
pattern.
To maximize both sensitivity and resolution, a technique providing isotropic, sidebandfree, spectra would be ideal. Although there are numerous experimental schemes that have been
presented for the removal of spinning sidebands,31 MAT is most appropriate in the case of ultrawideline SSNMR spectra. Total suppression of sidebands (TOSS),32 phase-adjusted spinningsidebands (PASS),33 and sideband elimination by temporary interruption of the chemical shift
(SELTICS)34 all require the application of narrow-banded π or spin-locking pulses. Furthermore,
these methods suppress the spinning sidebands and thus lead to a considerable loss of intensity.31
Contrary to this, MAT condenses all the intensity into the centerband and can be applied in a
broadbanded fashion with the application of high-power θ pulses,20,21 or by using short highpower adiabatic pulses (SHAPs).35 The MAT experiment making use of SHAPs has been
termed adiabatic-MAT (aMAT).36 Like the CT-D-HMQC experiment, MAT is also a constant
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time experiment. The successful incorporation MAT in an indirectly-detected D-HMQC
experiment could then lead to large improvements in sensitivity and resolution over the CT-DHMQC experiment and enable, for the first time, the acquisition of purely isotropic SSNMR
spectra of heavy spin-1/2 nuclei by 1H detection.
Results and Discussion
Pulse Sequences
The pulse sequence for the CT-D-HMQC experiment is depicted in Figure 1a, along with
its coherence transfer pathway diagram. As can be seen, the 1H spins are first excited by a π/2
pulse to create transverse 1H magnetization. Heteronuclear, zero-quantum, dipolar recoupling is
then applied to reintroduce the dipolar coupling between nearby H-X spin pairs and create twospin antiphase magnetization that can be subsequently converted into a heteronuclear doublequantum coherence by the application of an excitation pulse on the X nuclei.37 We chose the

SR4 12 recoupling scheme for this task,38 because it is less sensitive to rf inhomogeneity than
continuous rotary resonance recoupling (R3) irradiation, and in addition provides 1H
homonuclear decoupling.39 The double-quantum coherence evolves through the sum of the
chemical shifts of the 1H and X spins for a period of t1/2 after which a π pulse is applied to
refocus the 1H chemical shifts such that the t1 period is only encoded by the chemical shifts of
the X nuclei. The pulse sequence is then reversed to convert the heteronuclear double-quantum
coherence back into transverse 1H magnetization for detection. The sole application of two short
θ pulses on the X nuclei ensures the broadbandedness of the method.20,24 The total time
evolution of the 1H spin echo is kept constant (and rotor-synchronized), to allow the use of
arbitrary (i.e., non-rotor-synchronized) increments of t1 for better control of the indirect spectral
widths.
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The CT-D-HMQC scheme can be easily modified to integrate the MAT experiment22 in
the indirect dimension. In the resulting D-HMQC-MAT scheme (Figure 1b), the t1 evolution
period is separated into three equal periods of t1/3, that are timed such that each evolution period
is centered on rotor orientations that are 120° out of phase. As in all MAT schemes, the X
magnetization evolves under its δxx, δyy, and δzz tensor components for 1/3 of the evolution
period, which refocuses the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) (δiso = 1/3(δxx +δyy +δzz)) and leads
to a purely isotropic evolution in t1.40 The total echo time (n) is again kept constant, noting that n
cannot be a multiple of 3. The desired coherence transfer pathways are selected by nesting the
COG3(2,1;0) and COG6(0,5,0,5,0,5;3) cogwheel phase cycles41 in the 1H and X channels,
respectively, for a total phase cycle of 18 steps. The cogwheel phase cycles were calculated
using Jerschow’s CCCP++ software.42 An optional 2-phase cycling of the z-filtering pulses can
also be applied to improve the coherence selection for a total of 144 steps.
Although it is conceptually easy to implement the fast-MAT experiment in a D-HMQC
experiment, the application of three z-filters with short tip angle pulses can lessen MAT’s
sensitivity advantage. Pintacuda and co-workers mitigated such loss in their study of
paramagnetic battery materials36 by incorporating broadbanded SHAPs35 into the 5π-pulse MAT
experiment of Hu and coworkers.43 Note that a sixth adiabatic pulse is needed to properly refocus
the X magnetization when using adiabatic pulses.44 Accordingly, the t1 evolution period consists
of six time intervals separated by SHAPs, timed such that the rotor phases at the center of each
second SHAP are incremented by 120°. The 2D dataset is measured by incrementing timings of
the second, fourth and sixth SHAPs by t1/6 to alter the time spent by X nuclei with +1 and -1
coherence orders, while the timings of the remaining SHAPs are unchanged (see Figure 1c). This
MAT sequence can also be applied in an HMQC experiment if it is z-filtered (Figure 1c). As can
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also be seen in Figure 1c, symmetric coherence transfer pathways are selected which enables the
acquisition of an amplitude modulated signal and purely absorptive-phase 2D lineshapes.45,46
This coherence transfer pathway is selected by nesting the COG3(2,1;0) and
COG14(0,13,0,13,0,13,0,13;7) cogwheel phase cycles41,42 in the 1H and X channels, respectively,
for a complete phase cycle lasting only 42 steps. CPMG-like coherence transfer pathways are
known to be far better managed by cogwheel phase cycling;47 an equivalent nested phase cycle
would have required 512 steps.
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Figure 1. Pulse sequence diagrams and coherence transfer pathways for CT-D-HMQC (a), DHMQC-MAT (b), and D-HMQC-aMAT (c). Hard pulses are shown in black with the tip angle of
the pulse indicated above while, in (c), “dashed” grey pulses represent adiabatic tanh/tan pulses.
Sensitivity
We first compared the sensitivity and efficacy of the HMQC methods depicted in Figure
1 by performing 1H{195Pt} experiments on the cisplatin and transplatin samples used earlier by
Rossini and coworkers.24 In 1D 1H-detected SSNMR experiments on cisplatin, the simplest
pulse sequence (CT-D-HMQC) provides the highest sensitivity, as expected, with the D-HMQCMAT and D-HMQC-aMAT yielding 6% and 52% of this intensity, respectively (see Figure 2).
The reduced sensitivity of the 1D D-HMQC-MAT and D-HMQC-aMAT experiments as
compared to CT-D-HMQC likely reflects the limited excitation bandwidths/imperfect refocusing
of the additional pulses required by the MAT portion of the experiment (vide infra). For
example, with our limited rf power, the use of 50° 195Pt pulses, rather than 90° pulses, yielded the
optimal sensitivity in the D-HMQC MAT experiment and 278 kHz SHAPs were in fact
insufficient to completely refocus the broad 195Pt powder pattern.

Figure 2. Comparison of the sensitivity of the first slice of the three 1H{195Pt} D-HMQC
experiments depicted in Figure 1 using cisplatin as a reference. The intensity ratio between CTD-HMQC, D-HMQC-aMAT and D-HMQC-MAT is 1.00:0.52:0.06.
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The benefits of MAT-based schemes, however, are only expected in the acquisition of 2D
spectra, where the folding of the spinning sidebands can lead to considerable sensitivity and
resolution gains. The 2D spectra, and 195Pt projections, of cis- and transplatin are shown in
Figure 3. First, both D-HMQC-aMAT and D-HMQC-MAT experiments offer the resolution
advantage of infinite-speed MAS spectra. Additionally, in spite of the losses in integrated
intensity, the peak intensities compare favorably with the centerbands of the CT-D-HMQC
spectra since the spectral intensity is concentrated into a single peak instead of being distributed
into ~15 spinning sidebands (at νR = 50 kHz). Indeed, the intensity of the centerband is 140%
and 65% higher when using the D-HMQC-aMAT and D-HMQC-MAT experiments for cisplatin,
while it is 122% higher and 30% lower in the case of transplatin, for the same respective
sequences (see Figure 3). If we similarly compare the intensity of the MAT peak with that of the
highest-intensity spinning sideband from the CT-D-HMQC experiment we note that the intensity
is 25% and 64% lower when using the D-HMQC-aMAT and D-HMQC-MAT experiments,
respectively for cisplatin and 12% and 72% lower in the case of transplatin.
The apparent discrepancy between the sensitivity losses in D-HMQC-aMAT spectra in
Figures 2 and 3 stems from the application of SHAPs of lengths similar to the rotor period,
which leads to a slight resonance broadening (and thus reduced maximum intensity) and the
introduction of spinning sidebands at ±0.5νR and ±νR. These spinning-sidebands are reintroduced
since the spins may not be fully refocused at the proper MAT timing when a swept pulse is used.
Note, however, that in amorphous materials this sensitivity loss will be negated by the broader
isotropic resonances and the D-HMQC-aMAT experiment is expected to offer a much higher
sensitivity, vide infra. SIMPSON simulations48,49 show that longer SHAPs can be used to
eliminate these artifacts; however, in our case, these would significantly lengthen the echo time
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and increase the reflected power. We found that the SHAPS lasting 1.5tR are a good compromise
to reduce this CSA-recoupling and obtain high-quality spectra. In the subsequent sections, the
D-HMQC-aMAT experiment will be applied to analyze a decomposed sample of transplatin as
well as a Pt-impregnated metal-organic framework (MOF): UiO-66-NH2, both of which contain
multiple 195Pt resonances that would have been difficult to analyze otherwise.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the 2D CT-D-HMQC, D-HMQC-aMAT and D-HMQC-MAT spectra
of cisplatin (a) and transplatin (b) taken using νR = 50 kHz. The 195Pt projections of these
spectra, corrected for the number of scans, are shown at the bottom. Asterisks in the 1D
projections denote residual spinning sidebands.
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Decomposed Transplatin
An impure (decomposed) sample of transplatin, purchased from Sigma Aldrich, has been
previously described by Rossini and coworkers.24 The 2D CT-D-HMQC and D-HMQC-aMAT
spectra of this sample are shown in Figure 4 along with their 195Pt projections. Three different
sideband manifolds, similar to those of transplatin, can be distinguished in the CT-D-HMQC
spectra along with an intense, sideband-less resonance at -410 ppm assigned to an octahedral
Pt(IV) center. The CT-D-HMQC experiment has a relatively low sensitivity in this case, due in
part to a larger number of resonances in the spectrum and their broad linewidths. The sensitivity
and resolution are, however, greatly improved in the D-HMQC-aMAT spectrum, which also no
longer overemphasizes the Pt(IV) site with near-zero CSA, when compared to the three isotropic
resonances from the Pt(II) sites at -2070, -1920, and -1770 ppm. The improved resolution also
allowed us to detect a previously unnoticed resonance at 130 ppm. Importantly, while the
maximum intensity of the Pt(IV) resonance decreased by 26% in the D-HMQC-aMAT
experiment, those of the Pt(II) sites dramatically increased by 450% and 260% when compared
to the centerband and highest intensity sideband, respectively. Therefore, as previously stated,
great sensitivity gains are to be expected when performing the aMAT experiment in t1 in
situations where the isotropic linewidths are broad. Note that the SHAPs are most effective for
the Pt(IV) site and thus the spectrum is not quantitative. Contrary to this, however, if we assume
identical recoupling efficiencies, the D-HMQC-MAT experiment is expected to be quantitative.
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Figure 4. (a) 2D CT-D-HMQC and D-HMQC-aMAT spectra of decomposed transplatin. As
demonstrated by the corresponding 195Pt projections (b), the use of MAT greatly improves the
resolution and sensitivity thus enabling the detection five isotropic peaks including a previouslyundetected Pt(IV) resonance at 130 ppm. Residual spinning sidebands at ±0.5νR are marked by
asterisks in (b).
The exceptional sensitivity of the 195Pt chemical shifts to platinum’s first coordination
sphere allows us to propose a simple decomposition pathway. If we assume that transplatin had
decomposed through a solid-phase hydrolysis reaction, only complexes with permutations of
NH3, Cl-, and OH- (or H2O) as ligands are possible.50,51 Because any ligand substitution, within
this family, affects the 195Pt chemical shift by 150-450 ppm,50,51 only the proposed mechanism in
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Scheme 1 can explain the observed 195Pt chemical shifts. We assign the resonance at -2070 ppm
to residual, amorphous, transplatin while the two other Pt(II) peaks correspond to the first
hydrolysis products wherein a chloride was replaced by a hydroxyl moiety. The recentlyreleased chloride anion then coordinates to Pt(IV) centers, that have been oxidized by water, to
produce [Pt(NH3)3Cl3]+ and [PtCl6]2- complexes represented by the resonances at -410 and 130
ppm, respectively. These complexes also feature an increased amine 1H chemical shift of 6 ppm
in agreement with the increased Pt oxidation state.50 The amine protons resonate at 4 ppm when
coordinated to a Pt(II) site. The resonance assigned to [PtCl6]2- is significantly weaker due to its
lack of protonated ligands.

Scheme 1. Proposed solid-phase hydrolysis decomposition reaction of transplatin and proposed
isotropic chemical shift assignment, supported by high-resolution 195Pt SSNMR spectroscopy.
Pt-loaded UiO-66-NH2
Recently, we have studied platinum species supported inside various MOFs with the use
of DNP-enhanced 15N MAS52 as well as 195Pt wideline SSNMR.13 Of particular focus was the
interaction between the Pt(II) ions and the amine-modified UiO-66 MOF (denoted as Pt(II)/UiO66-NH2). The 15N SSNMR spectra allowed us to monitor the loading of Pt inside the MOF and
detail its coordination environment near the amine functional groups of the linkers. Ultrawideline, DNP-enhanced, BRAIN-CP-WCPMG experiments enabled the distinction, and
quantification, of the cis- and trans-coordinated platinum conformers (see Figure 5) by their CSA
and allowed us to comment on their relative reactivity. Under static conditions, however, DNP
was only able to yield sensitivity improvements of ~6, which is very similar to what can be, in
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principle, achieved by indirect detection. The use of the methods presented here could then have
a further impact on the resolution and sensitivity of 195Pt SSNMR of Pt-loaded MOFs.
We have performed D-HMQC-aMAT and CT-D-HMQC experiments on a Pt(II)/UiO66-NH2 MOF with 20% w/w of platinum. A high quality (S/N = 12.5) D-HMQC-aMAT
spectrum could be obtained in only 5.2 hours, revealing the presence of two Pt(II) environments
with chemical shifts of -2030 and -1720 ppm (Figure 5). The peak centered at -2030 ppm can be
straightforwardly assigned to the cis- and trans-[PtN2Cl2] coordination modes, which were
previously identified at around -1983 ppm and -2083 ppm, respectively,13 but here remained
unresolved. This lack of resolution is most likely caused by the similarity between the two sites50
and the dispersions of their isotropic chemical shifts. The less intense peak at -1720 ppm
represents a hydrolysis product of the form [PtN2(OH)Cl], see Figure 5.50 The hydrolysis product
was not detected by ultra-wideline 195Pt SSNMR since it likely has very similar CSA as the
parent complex and is found in a much lower quantity. The [PtN2Cl2] site is correlated to a 1H
chemical shift of 8.5 ppm while the [PtN2(OH)Cl] site is correlated to a 1H chemical shift of 7.8
ppm. The lower chemical shift, in the case of the hydrolyzed product, is caused by the
hydroxyl’s lower chemical shifts. Both sites have unusually high 1H chemical shifts due to
hydrogen bonding interactions with adsorbed water.
This example demonstrates that the use of D-HMQC-aMAT in concert with ultrawideline SSNMR yields a more complete picture of the platinum environments in the Pt(II)/UiO66-NH2 MOF, that neither technique alone could provide. Like the previous example, the DHMQC-aMAT experiment again offers a great sensitivity advantage over the CT-D-HMQC
experiment since the additional broadening from the SHAPs only has a minor impact on the
broad isotropic resonances. We estimate that the D-HMQC-aMAT centerband is approximately
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three times more intense than the highest intensity sideband in the low-sensitivity CT-D-HMQC
spectrum (not shown). This estimate is also in agreement with the ~50% efficiency of the aMAT
experiment on our spectrometer, as depicted in Figure 2. In order to obtain a CT-D-HMQC
experiment of similar quality, the experiment would then require at least two days of continuous
acquisition, although an even longer experiment time would be required to accurately measure
the components of the chemical shift tensor.

Figure 5. The D-HMQC-aMAT spectrum of Pt(II)/UiO-66-NH2 MOF featuring cis and trans
[PtN2Cl2] coordination modes (top right) and the previously undetected hydrolysis products
[PtN2(OH)Cl] (bottom right).
Conclusions
We have reported two new approaches, D-HMQC-MAT and D-HMQC-aMAT, for
measuring infinite-speed MAS SSNMR spectra of heavy spin-1/2 nuclides that typically yield
ultra-wide spectra. The experiments use (i) a broadbanded-MAT sequence in the indirect
dimension of a constant time D-HMQC experiment, which enables the folding of the spinning
sidebands into the centerband while allowing the use of arbitrary (i.e., non-rotor-synchronized)
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increments of t1 for better control of the indirect spectral widths, and (ii) indirect detection by the
1

H spins to maximize the sensitivity and increase resolution. The D-HMQC-aMAT scheme, in

particular, provides the most sensitive technique to date for the measurement of high-resolution
spectra of these problematic nuclides.
Notably, we have shown that the D-HMQC-aMAT experiment allowed for the resolution
of five distinct Pt environments in a decomposed transplatin sample, thus allowing us to propose
a decomposition mechanism. We have additionally shown that, using this method, a highresolution MAS 195Pt SSNMR spectrum can be obtained for a Pt-impregnated MOF in a similar
amount of time as was needed to acquire an ultra-wideline static SSNMR spectrum using DNP.
The sensitivity of the infinite-speed MAS experiments presented here can be further improved
with the application of DNP. We expect that these experiments will complement ultra-wideline
SSNMR methods, both static and MAS-based, such that the isotropic chemical shifts as well as
the CSA tensor components can be measured to determine coordination of the challenging heavy
spin-1/2 nuclides in a wide range of materials.
Experimental
Materials
Cis- and transplatin were purchased from Alfa Aesar and used as received while a
“decomposed” transplatin sample was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The platinum-impregnated
UiO-66-NH2 MOF was prepared as previously described.52
SSNMR
All experiments were performed on a Bruker AVANCE III HD 400 MHz SSNMR
spectrometer equipped with a double resonance Bruker 1.3-mm probe capable of MAS at
frequencies up to 67 kHz. The samples were tightly packed into 1.3-mm zirconia rotors and
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spun at 50 kHz for all experiments. The 1H π/2 and π pulses lasted 2.5 and 5 μs, respectively and
the SR4 12 recoupling scheme, lasting between 84 and 108 rotor periods, was used. The central
echo time was typically set to 10-20 rotor periods. In the case of the CT-D-HMQC and DHMQC-aMAT experiments, the 195Pt square pulses lasted 0.6 μs with an rf power of ca. 278 kHz
(60° tip angle) while in the case of the D-HMQC-MAT experiments, a 0.5 μs pulse yielded the
best sensitivity. The SHAPs used were tanh/tan pulses sweeping over 5 MHz in either 20 or 30
μs with rf powers of 278 and 260 kHz, respectively. In all cases, the recycle delay was set to 1 s
with the exception of UiO-66-NH2 where it was set to 0.5 s. 32 to 320 scans were accumulated
for each of the 512 t1 increments of 0.8 μs (128 in the case of UiO-66-NH2) and the States-TPPI
method was used for phase-sensitive detection.
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